English: Past Perfect exercises worksheet

name: .................................  class: ..............  date: ...............................  

Past Perfect pdf exercises – sentences

had + past participle (3. form).

1. Make sentences.

1. **cat**  the **mouse**  had  **caught**  a  

______________________________________________________________________

2. **two**  of  **drunk**  ,  **tea cups**  Peter  had

______________________________________________________________________

3. **pool**  the  **gone to**  had  **kids**  the  **swimming**

______________________________________________________________________

4. **written**  .  **emails**  Sue  had

______________________________________________________________________

5. **in**  waited  she  had  **classroom**  the  

______________________________________________________________________

6. the  had  .  understood  German  girl

______________________________________________________________________

7. **seen**  the  **they film**  had  **before**  

______________________________________________________________________

8. a  the  **exercises of lot given teacher the**  .  pupils  had

______________________________________________________________________

9. **on**  read  they  had  **Internet**  .  interesting  an  the  **article**

______________________________________________________________________

10. **chased**  dog  **rabbit**  .  the  the  had

______________________________________________________________________

11. Had you hurried to the bus stop?

______________________________________________________________________

12. Tom and Jack had used the DLR.

______________________________________________________________________